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Special June 2018 Jr. Solar Sprint Edition

Marian McKeown Elementary School - Newton, New Jersey
Wins the EEVC “Over-all Best Car Award” in 2018 Jr. Solar Sprint

TEACHER: DAN WEISSMAN,

RYAN HUDOCK, ANGELA OCHRYM, ROSE DOHERTY, JAKE GRUBB,

TEACHER: BRENDA DELGROSSO

THEY CAME: THEY SAW: THEY CONQUERED
The EEVC judges what we feel are the most important aspects of the Jr. Solar Sprint cars. The
technical aspects which enable a car to WIN the competition, namely SPEED.
A car has to be constructed in such a way that it can be the fastest, over and over again on the
track. It has to last and it has to be fast. The fastest three are presented speed awards. In
addition the Jr. Solar Sprint committee presents three awards for technical merit. Frequently
the same cars win both speed and technical merit awards. It makes sense. If the car deserves
technical merit it should be fast and tough enough to last for all of its races. The main
intention of the competition is to race. (However, some, as in real life, are designed to be
attractive while carrying cargo from A to B. Thus artistic, innovation, and “green” awards are
also presented.)
When it comes to racing, luck plays a roll, both good and bad. Sometimes the fastest car has
bad luck on a run and gets eliminated. But such a car, designed and constructed to win, can
still earn a top technical merit score even if it does not win all of its races.
MeKeown Elementary won all three places in speed and two out of three in technical merit.
When it came to what counted most, they dominated the competition, including winning
the most prestigious EEVC Over-all Best Car Award.

Carl Grunwald EEVC
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